Different breakage-prone regions on chromosome 1 detected in t(11;14)-positive mantle cell lymphoma cell lines and multiple myeloma cell lines are associated with different tumor progression-related mechanisms.
To better define secondary aberrations that occur in addition to translocation t(11;14)(q13;q32) in mantle cell lymphomas (MCL) and in multiple myelomas (MM), seven t(11;14)-positive MCL cell lines and four t(11;14)-positive MM cell lines were analysed by fluorescence R-banding and spectral karyotyping (SKY). Compared with published data obtained by G-banding, most chromosome aberrations were redefined or further specified. Furthermore, several additional chromosome aberrations were identified. Thus, these cytogenetically well defined t(11;14)-positive MCL and MM cell lines may be useful tools for the identification and characterization of genes that might be involved in the pathogenesis of MCL and MM, respectively. Since MCL and MM were found to have different alterations of chromosome 1, these were investigated in more detail by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and multicolor banding (MCB) analyses. The most frequently altered and deletion-prone loci in MCL cell lines were regions 1p31 and 1p21. In contrast, breakpoints in MM cell lines most often involved the heterochromatic regions 1p12-->p11, and the subcentromeric regions 1q12 and 1q21. These data are in accordance with previously published data of primary lymphomas. Our findings may indicate that different pathways of clonal evolution are involved in these morphologically distinct lymphomas harboring an identical primary chromosome aberration, t(11;14).